Abundant Photo and Video Pleasure On The Go
Elite microSDHC/microSDXC UHS-I

HIGHER STORAGE CAPACITY

EXCELLENT SPEED

FOR HIGH QUALITY MOBILE SHOOTING

FOR FULL HD VIDEO QUALITY

256GB up to

Video
56.7
Hrs

Photo

96,000

pcs

For an unspoiled experience without dropouts and
stuttering, the Elite microSDHC/microSDXC features
UHS Speed Class 1 (U1) and Class 10 video rating
that enable smooth and high quality video recording
in Full HD.

The perfect companion for high-performing Android
smartphones and tablets. With capacities of up to
256GB, it keeps them well up to date with the ever
increasing demand of storage space that comes
hand in hand with fast advancing photo and video
quality of mobile devices. For worry-free shooting and
recording pleasures on the go.

Elite Series

microSDHC/microSDXC UHS-I
Features
‧Captures high-quality images and extended lengths of stunning 1080p
full-HD video with any microSD UHS-I compatible devices or tablets
‧Transfer speeds: Up to 85MB/s reading with 256GB*
‧Class 10 video recording performance**
‧Free download of SP Widget software for data backup & restore, AES
256-bit encryption, and cloud storage
‧Shockproof, waterproof, and x-rayproof
‧Equipped with automatic error correction code (ECC) function
*

Transfer rates may vary, depending on system platform / software / interface and microSD
card capacity.

**

The result may vary, due to the differences of devices and conditions.
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8GB | 16GB | 32GB | 64GB | 128GB | 256GB
Specifications
‧Capacity: microSDHC (8/16/32GB) / microSDXC (64/128/256GB)
‧Dimension: 15 x 11 x 1mm
‧Weight: 0.6g
‧Performance read (max.): Up to 85MB/s ; 128GB Up to 75MB/s
‧Durability: 10,000 insertions (minimum)
‧Operating temperature: 0℃~70℃
‧Storage temperature: -40°
C~85°
C
‧Humidity: 8% to 95%
‧Operating Voltage: 2.7V~3.6V
‧Warranty: Lifetime warranty
Note 1: Compatible with microSDHC enabled host devices; not compatible with SD devices
and SD readers.
Note 2: Some of the listed capacity on a flash storage device is used for formatting and
other functions and not available for data storage. The actual data storage capacity
is less than what is listed on the product.
Note 3: Please go to our website for more information.
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